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We investigate the dynamics of nonlocally coupled time-discrete maps with emphasis on the occurrence and
robustness of chimera states. These peculiar, hybrid states are characterized by a coexistence of coherent and
incoherent regions. We consider logistic maps coupled on a one-dimensional ring with finite coupling radius.
Domains of chimera existence form different tongues in the parameter space of coupling range and coupling
strength. For a sufficiently large coupling strength, each tongue refers to a wave number describing the structure
of the spatial profile. We also analyze the period-adding scheme within these tongues and multiplicity of period
solutions. Furthermore, we study the robustness of chimeras with respect to parameter inhomogeneities and find
that these states persist for different widths of the parameter distribution. Finally, we explore the spatial structure
of the chimera using a spatial correlation function.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.98.012217
I. INTRODUCTION
Systems of coupled oscillators can exhibit a wide range
of complex dynamics, even if the dynamics of the individual
oscillator are fairly simple, and a long list of research efforts
in nonlinear sciences focus on patterns of synchrony [1–7].
Especially the two cases of global (all-to-all) and local (nearest
neighbor) coupling have been thoroughly investigated [8–13],
as well as an intermediate case of nonlocal coupling, where
every node of the network is coupled to a fixed number of
neighbors [14–16]. A particularly interesting, self-organized
phenomenon that occurs in these networks is the emergence
of chimera states. These peculiar states show a hybrid spatial
structure, which is partially coherent and partially incoherent.
They have first been observed in networks of coupled phase
oscillators [17,18] and their universal appearance has been
established for a wide range of different time-continuous
models [19–33]; for recent reviews see [25,34]. At first chimera
states were studied only by numerical simulations. Later,
chimera states were also realized in different experiments,
including lattices of coupled optical [35], chemical [36], and
mechanical [37] oscillators, optoelectronic feedback loops
[38–40], and electrochemical [41,42] and electronic oscillators
[43]. The robustness of chimera states against perturbations to
the network structure through random removal of links was
studied in Ref. [44]. Perturbations of the coupling kernel [45]
or local parameters of a few elements [46] can be used to control
the position of the coherent and incoherent regions. Feedback
control based on the measurement of the order parameter
allows for the extension of chimera lifetime and stabilization
of its spatial position even for small networks [19,47,48].
Inhomogeneity of network elements, that is, variations of the
system parameters, has also been considered, e.g., for coupled
FitzHugh-Nagumo and Van der Pol oscillators [48,49].
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In addition to and in contrast to the above mentioned
time-continuous models, time-discrete systems have also been
considered [35,50–59]. Therein, the network elements are
described by chaotic or periodic maps, and chimera-like states
can be observed as well. Again, they exhibit the typical hybrid
spatial structure of partial coherence and partial incoherence,
with the incoherent parts displaying spatial chaos, while their
temporal behavior is periodic, even if the isolated maps operate
in the chaotic regime.
Considering both time-discrete maps and time-continuous
flows, Semonova et al. have shown that chimera states can
be found in networks of oscillators that fall in the class
of nonhyperbolic chaotic attractors, but not in networks of
systems with hyperbolic chaotic attractors [56]. The former
includes the logistic map, which will be considered below,
the Henon map [52], and the time-continuous Rössler system
[54,58]. Examples for latter class are the Lozi map and the
Lorenz system [56].
In this paper, we investigate the influence of inhomogeneous
parameters in time-discrete maps on the existence of chimera
states. For this purpose, we study the case of a nonlocally
coupled network of nonidentical logistic maps. For identical
systems, we also elucidate details concerning the multiplicity
of solutions of the same period. In addition, we study the profile
by means of a spatial correlation function.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II,
we introduce the model equations. In Sec. III, after a brief
review of results and new aspects on coupled identical systems,
we present our findings for nonidentical systems, where we
consider different amounts of parameter inhomogeneity. In
particular, we discuss the transition from spatial coherence
to incoherence on the basis of stability diagrams, snapshots,
space-time plots, the local order parameter, and bifurcation
diagrams. We will show that even for a highly nonidentical
system, chimera-shaped states can still exist. We add some
considerations on the analysis of the spatial structure of
chimeras and, finally, summarize our study in Sec. IV.
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FIG. 1. Original (solid), twice iterated [f (2)(z), dashed blue], and
quadruple iterated [f (4)(z), dash-dotted magenta] map and its fixed
points z∗1 to z
∗
8. Parameter: a = 3.8.
II. MODEL
The system to be considered in the following consists
of N real-valued, single-variable time-discrete maps that are












) − f (zti , ai
)]
. (1)
The local dynamics of every element i on a one-dimensional
ring is described by a logistic map f (zi, ai ) = aizi (1 − zi ),
assigned with potentially different, but fixed nonlinearity
parameter ai . All other properties of the network remain
unchanged. The inhomogeneities in the parameters are realized
according to a Gaussian distribution with a mean value of
〈a〉 = 3.8 and varying standard deviations s. Values outside
the interval [0,4] are neglected to ensure a mapping to the
interval zt+1i ∈ [0, 1].
Fixed points of the time-discrete map satisfy zt+1 =
f (zt , a) = zt and, similarly, solutions of period n are given by
zt+n = f (n)(zt ) = zt , where f (n)(z) denotes the nth iterate of
f . See Fig. 1 for an illustration of the original (solid line), twice
iterated map f (f (zt )) (dashed line), and quadruple iterated
map f (4)(z) (dash-dotted line).
The considered coupling scheme has periodic boundary
conditions realized as a one-dimensional ring, that is, all
indexes have to be taken modulo N . Every oscillator is coupled
to a fixed number P of nearest neighbors to either side along
the ring. For P = 1, when the elements are only coupled to
their two next neighbors, one obtains local, nearest-neighbor
coupling. All-to-all or global coupling is achieved by P =
N
2 (P = N−12 assuming odd N ). Every case in between is
regarded as nonlocal coupling. This leads to the definition of
the coupling radius r by r = P
N
, which ranges from r = 1
N
to
r = 0.5 for local or global coupling, respectively. The extent
of influence of the neighboring elements can be adjusted by
the coupling strength σ , within the interval (0,1).
Generally, the nonlinearity parameter a can be different
for every element. However, in order to demonstrate the
robustness, we will first review the identical case with fixed
a, considered in [58,59], and then discuss the influence of
FIG. 2. Regions of temporal periodicity in the (r, σ )-parameter
plane. Green (light gray), light blue (dark gray), and blue (black)
colors mark regions of periods 2, 4, and 8, respectively. In the light red
(pale gray, marked as synch.) region, chaotic synchronization occurs.
The stability tongues are labeled with the respective wave number k
of their wave-like profiles. Parameters: N = 500, a = 3.8.
inhomogeneity in this parameter. Note that the value of the
nonlinearity parameter a defines the type of dynamics for each
individual node. For the case of identical maps, we consider a
value of a in the chaotic regime. Adding inhomogeneity yields
the case of nonidentical maps, in which some of the values
of parameters ai can correspond to the periodic windows of
the logistic map. Even if all maps in the nonlocally coupled
network operate in the periodic regime, chimera states can
be observed [59]. The time periodicity of the solutions can,
however, differ from the chaotic case. In the present study, we
demonstrate that chimera states can be robust, even when the
network consists of a mixture of chaotic and periodic local
dynamics.
III. RESULTS
Figure 2 displays a stability diagram in the (r, σ )-parameter
plane for a = 3.8 (cf. Ref. [59]). In every point of the diagram,
the same random initial conditions have been used, and the first
1000 time steps have been neglected as transient time.
Let us briefly review the main features of the stability
diagram [59]. In the region of a highly coupled network the
states of chaotic synchronization can be found, indicated by
light red color (pale gray, marked as synch.). For strong and
long-ranged coupling, the network dynamics is synchronous
in space, but chaotic in time. The colored stability tongues
stand for time periodic states, where green (light gray), light
blue (dark gray), and blue (black) colors denote 2-, 4-, and
8-periodicity, respectively. Hence, with decreasing coupling
strength and radius, the system undergoes a cascade of bifur-
cations at the region boundaries, each one causing a period-
doubling in time. As the coupling strength σ decreases, the
system undergoes a transition from coherence to incoherence at
σcrit. In Ref. [58] an approximation for σcrit ≈ 1 − 1a−2 has been
derived analytically for the case of time-periodic states. For
a = 3.8, this yields σcrit ≈ 0.44. Below this critical value, the
state loses coherence and the former wave-like profile breaks
012217-2
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FIG. 3. Stacked snapshots and space-time plots for different
coupling ranges (a) r = 0.242, (b) 0.262, (c) 0.302, (d) 0.340,
(e) 0.348 with fixed coupling strength σ = 0.44, and (f) r = 0.313
with σ = 0.61, corresponding to the diamonds in Fig. 2. The dotted
lines mark the value of the fixed point of the original and iterated
maps. Other parameters as in Fig. 2.
up into two parts: one upper and one lower branch. With further
decrease of σ , the incoherent parts around the breaking points
grow larger, while the inner parts of the branches stay coherent.
Eventually, the incoherence has spread over the entire network.
Figure 3 shows stacked snapshots and space-time plots for
different examples of the k = 1 wave solution. Parameters
are chosen as fixed coupling strength σ = 0.44 and different
coupling ranges, except for panel (f), which corresponds to
σ = 0.61. The snapshots consist of overlays of 20 time steps to
visualize the temporal periodicity. It can be seen that solutions
of period 4, 8, . . . emerge from different profiles. The period-4
states, for instance, are generated by period doubling from the
period-2 state. See Figs. 3(a) to 3(c).
FIG. 4. Stability diagrams in the (r, σ )-parameter plane for the
Gaussian distributed ai with mean value 〈a〉 = 3.8 and 10 different
values of the standard deviation s. Other parameters and color code
as in Fig. 2.
Since the profiles are stationary and do not drift along the
ring, some nodes act as joints, whose values zt do not change
over time. Interestingly, the value of the these joint nodes is
given by the fixed point z∗2 of the original map as in panels (a),
(b), and (d) (cf. Fig. 1). Alternatively, they can exhibit period-2
behavior and agree with the fixed points of the twice iterated
map (z∗3 and z
∗
4) as in panels (c) and (e). Similarly, the period-8
states might arise from period-2 and period-4 solutions, where
the joint nodes take values which are in good agreement with
the fixed points of the original and twice iterated map as shown
in Figs. 3(d) and 3(e), respectively. We also observe solutions
where the zt value of the joint nodes in the period-8 state are





8 in Fig. 1). See Fig. 3(f).
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FIG. 5. Snapshots and space-time profiles for a mean value 〈a〉 =
3.8 and different standard deviations s = 0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15,
and 0.2 in panels (a) to (f), respectively. Other parameters: r = 0.32,
σ = 0.22.
To describe the properties of a chimera state more quanti-
tatively, the local order parameter is used. It can be calculated














(j = 1, . . . , N ) (2)
[59,60]. It is a measure of the local coherence of the network
because, for an element i, it considers every neighboring
element j within a certain range, determined by δ. The phase
j is given by
sin j = 2zj − maxj zj − minj zj
maxj zj − minj zj . (3)
FIG. 6. Local order parameter of different standard deviations s:
s = 0 (red), 0.01 (green), 0.03 (blue), 0.05 (light red), 0.1 (purple),
0.15 (cyan), 0.2 (brown), and 0.25 (orange). Other parameters and
corresponding dynamics are as in Fig. 5.
This yields that Ri lies in the interval [0,1], where high
values close to unity denote spatial coherence. In incoherent
parts, Ri decreases significantly. Equation (2) can only be
approximated by the considered system, as it contains a finite
number of N = 500 elements. With a choice of δ = 0.025,
as in Ref. [59], the local order parameter is computed as an
average of 12 neighbors.
Let us now consider the case of inhomogeneous nonlinearity
parameters. In Fig. 4, the stability diagrams for various widths s
of the Gaussian distribution are plotted. Realizations that cause
divergences (zt+1i /∈ [0, 1]) due to parameter values outside
the interval ai ∈ [0, 4] are neglected (light gray region for
small coupling strengths). The introduction of inhomogeneities
generally has most influence on the regions of small coupling
strength σ . First, the incoherent time-periodic region in the
lower parts shrinks until it vanishes for s ≈ 0.10. With growing
inhomogeneity, the tongues for large k vanish as well. The
k = 1 and k = 2 tongues are increasingly reduced in length in
the direction of σ .
To illustrate the influence of parameter fluctuations, we fix
the coupling range and strength at r = 0.32 and σ = 0.22 and
vary the standard deviation in Fig. 5. The first column depicts
the snapshots and the second column shows the corresponding
space-time plots. It can be observed that the general shape of
the profile is kept in spite of the inhomogeneity, although it
becomes blurred.
This effect can be further quantified using the local order
parameter defined in Eq. (2). Figure 6 depicts the profiles of
Ri for the chimera state at σ = 0.22 in the identical case (s =
0, red curve) and several nonidentical cases. The respective
snapshots are depicted in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the states
maintain the typical shape of the local order parameter for
small values of the standard deviation s (cf. Ref. [59]). Then,
between s = 0.03 and 0.05, a qualitative change happens and
the curves flatten, becoming much less distinct due to increased
parameter fluctuations.
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FIG. 7. Correlation coefficients ρ of a snapshot and its shifted
version in the (r, σ )-parameter plane for different values of the shift
d . Parameters ai are normally distributed with a standard deviation
s = 0.01.
To illustrate that the regions of the stability diagram indeed
coincide with regions of spatial periodicity, we present spatial
correlation diagrams next. They are obtained by comparing the
profile of a state with its shifted replica resulting in a correlation
coefficient,
ρX,Y = cov(X, Y )
σXσY
= 〈XY 〉 − 〈X〉〈Y 〉√
〈X2〉 − 〈X〉2
√
〈Y 2〉 − 〈Y 〉2
. (4)
Here, X and Y stand for the two data sets of the profiles
to be compared, 〈X〉 and 〈Y 〉 are their mean values, and σX
and σY their standard deviations. Note that a cross-correlation
analysis has been proposed in Ref. [55] to study the spatial
coherence of chimera states. Here, we aim to investigate the
spatial periodicity of a state. For this purpose, X is chosen as
the profile and Y is the same profile shifted by d. Since a system
with periodic boundary conditions is considered, the shifting
can be realized by Y : zY(i+d )modN = zXi ∀i. The shift d is varied
in the range d = N/2, N/3, . . . , N/8 to account for periods
of 2 to 8. The value of ρX,Y lies within the interval [−1, 1],
where ρX,Y = 1 indicates complete periodicity, ρX,Y = −1
means antiphase periodicity, and for ρX,Y = 0 no resemblance
in terms of linear correlation is found at all.
The correlation coefficient ρX,Y is a comparatively sensitive
method for the detecting of the stability tongues referring to
different wave numbers in the (r, σ )-parameter plane, as shown
in Fig. 7. Shifts of d = N/m with m = 1, 2, 3, . . . show a high
correlation for profiles with wave numbers k = m or integer
multiples thereof and high anticorrelation for profiles with k =
m/2, 3m/2, . . . if m is even.
IV. CONCLUSION
In the current study we have demonstrated how nonidentical
nodes influence chimera states in networks of nonlocally
coupled logistic maps. The observed chimera-like states are
spatially hybrid states, which are partially coherent and par-
tially incoherent and exhibit time-periodic behavior. The single
logistic maps have been modified by potentially different but
fixed nonlinearity parameters to create an inhomogeneous
system. For this purpose, Gaussian distributed parameters,
with a mean value which lies in the chaotic regime and
different standard deviations, have been used. The considered
regular network configuration is a nonlocally coupled ring
described by the coupling radius r , which defines with how
many neighbors each element is coupled in either direction of
a one-dimensional ring, and the coupling strength σ .
We have computed stability diagrams in the (r, σ )-
parameter plane and compared for different degrees of inho-
mogeneities. To investigate the emergence of chimera states
for nonidentical systems, we have explored the coherence-
incoherence transition and observed chimera-shaped states for
various extents of inhomogeneity. We have found that the
positions of the stability regions and the regions of chimera
states mainly depend on the mean value of the nonlinearity
parameter, in agreement with analytical results reported in
Ref. [58]. The regions of spatial and temporal periodicity
coincide even for highly inhomogeneous cases. Furthermore,
an additional region of states with temporal periods 4 and 8
was discovered for the spatial wave-like profile of wave number
k = 1. In previous works, this region was reported for the time-
continuous Rössler model, but not for time-discrete maps [59].
We have further characterized the observed dynamics us-
ing the local order parameter as a measure of coherence.
For standard deviations of the Gaussian distributed system
parameters up to s = 0.03, the chimera states mainly retain
their characteristic properties. For greater s, they gradually
fade. Furthermore, we have illustrated the effects of parameter
inhomogeneities by snapshots and space-time profiles.
Our findings provide insight into the robustness of chimera
states and demonstrate that chimera patterns persist for inho-
mogeneous parameters.
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